Abstract-Received signal strength (RSS) based source localization method is popular due to its simplicity and low cost. However, this method is highly dependent on the propagation model which is not easy to be captured in practice. Moreover, most existing works only consider the single source and the identical measurement noise scenario, while in practice multiple co-channel sources may transmit simultaneously, and the measurement noise tends to be nonuniform. In this paper, we study the multiple co-channel sources localization (MSL) problem under unknown nonuniform noise, while jointly estimating the parametric propagation model. Specifically, we model the MSL problem as being parameterized by the unknown source locations and propagation parameters, and then reformulate it as a joint parametric sparsifying dictionary learning (PSDL) and sparse signal recovery (SSR) problem which is solved under the framework of sparse Bayesian learning with iterative parametric dictionary approximation. Furthermore, multiple snapshot measurements are utilized to improve the localization accuracy, and the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is derived to analyze the theoretical estimation error bound. Comparing with the stateof-the-art sparsity-based MSL algorithms as well as CRLB, extensive simulations show the importance of jointly inferring the propagation parameters, and highlight the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
L OCALIZATION has been attracting attention in many applications, across from commercial, industrial to defense areas, such as wireless networks, cognitive radio networks, spectrum monitoring, wireless sensor networks (WSNs), radar, and sonar [1] . In particular, source localization in WSNs has far-reaching applications [2] , [3] , where WSNs consist of a large number of cheap, densely deployed sensors with limited sensing and communication abilities, which monitor a spatial physical phenomenon (e.g. temperature, sound intensity, radio signal intensity, pollution concentrations, etc.) and regularly report their measurements to a Fusion Center (FC).
According to the information available for localization in time domain, frequency domain, angular domain, and energy domain, several representative source localization methods have been proposed over the past years, such as time of arrival (TOA) [4] , time difference of arrival (TDOA) [5] , frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) [6] , direction of arrival (DOA) [7] , [8] and RSS based localization algorithms [9] - [13] . In these methods, sophisticated ones are often with high accuracy but pay the price of advanced radio receiver, processing, and communication abilities, e.g., DOA approach for narrowband signal sources requires multiple antennas or antenna array, while TOA, TDOA, or FDOA for wideband signal sources face the challenges of timing synchronization, coherent demodulation, and high-speed analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) (especially when ultra-wideband signal are interested [14] ). Besides, DOA, TOA, TDOA, and FDOA are very sensitive to the availability of line of sight (LOS). On the contrary, RSS measurements, operating in both LOS and non-LOS (NLOS) environments and readily available from any radio interface, are simple and require no additional sensor functionalities. As a result, RSS-based source localization approaches have gained popularity in WSNs where simplicity, low energy consumption and low cost are the main requirements.
A. Related Works
In the past decades, many RSS-based source localization approaches have been proposed (see the overviews in [1] , [15] , [16] ). Early literature devotes to single source localization (SSL). In the early ages of RSS-based SSL, range-based localization was achieved through trilateration [17] or multilateration algorithms [18] . These techniques are simple but suboptimal, and their accuracy is also limited. The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) based approaches [19] , [20] are more accurate but highly nonlinear, nonconvex and exhausted to search for the global maximum. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in relaxing the MLE problem, such as algorithms based on the linear least squares(LLS) [21] , [22] , the projection onto convex sets [23] and the semidefinite programming (SDP) [24] .
Later, more and more efforts are focusing on MSL where energy information of multiple co-channel sources are coupled in RSS measurement since they share the same time and frequency resources. This phenomenon exists extensively in many applications, such as acoustic sources localization where multiple sources may make sounds simultaneously, spectrum monitoring where an illegal radio occupies the legal user's frequency band, cognitive radio where primary users and secondary users share the same time and frequency resources. Moreover, with the rapid advancement of 5G communication, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) techniques and 5G enabled Internet-of-things (IoT) applications [25] will make this phenomenon more ubiquitous. In the multiple co-channel sources scenario, localization problem turns tougher and more challenging, while the aforementioned SSL methods fail to make it.
To locate multiple sources, the region of interest (ROI) is usually discretized into a set of grid points (GPs) as searching space (or location candidates). MLE approach was first proposed in [11] where a combination of multiresolution search algorithm and expectation-maximum (EM)-like algorithm was used to perform exhausted coordinate search along each dimension in searching space. Later, to reduce the computation cost, and to improve the estimation performance as well as robustness in the presence of noise and small observation size, spatial sparsity based approaches have been gradually gaining popularity [26] - [30] . The main idea is that assume sources are located on the predefined GPs, and then under specific conditions [31] , multiple source locations can be estimated by searching the sparsest solution of an underdetermined linear localization equation [27] . Nevertheless, sources may deviate from the predefined GPs (off-grid) in reality, which will impair the localization performance greatly. In compressive sensing (CS) theory [31] , off-grid sources bring basis mismatch problem which can not be eliminated by finer grid granularity [32] . Recently, some methods have been proposed to address the off-grid sources localization problem [33] - [35] .
However, a major challenge for RSS-based localization lies in the uncertainty of propagation model. All of aforementioned works assume the characteristics of the propagation model are known and given. Nevertheless, the propagation model in practical application is not easy to be captured with timevarying propagation environment. Generally, the propagation process is characterized by some propagation parameters, such as the path-loss exponent (PLE) and transmitted powers. The single source localization problem with unknown propagation parameters has been addressed in [36] - [39] . In [36] , a linear regression model was proposed for PLE estimate, and the total least squares (TLS) method was exploited to infer the unknown PLE. In [37] , a Bayesian minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator was developed to locate the source with unknown PLE. In [38] , semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation technique was adopted to estimate the transmitted power of the source. In [39] , the source was located with unknown PLE and unknown transmitted powers through solving a general trust region problem. Nevertheless, the MSL problem has not been well addressed with unknown propagation parameters.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we extend the RSS-based SSL work of [39] to locate multiple co-channel sources in the presence of uncertain path-loss exponent and unknown transmitted powers. Moreover, we consider the more general case of nonuniform measurement noise and multiple snapshots model. To this end, an efficient parametric sparse Bayesian dictionary learning (PSBDL) algorithm is proposed. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) To the best of our knowledge, we first provide a unified framework to locate multiple sources while jointly inferring the propagation parameters utilizing spatial sparsity. Specifically, we provide a localization model parameterized by source locations and propagation parameters. Then, we propose an approximation model to learn the sparsifying parameterized localization dictionary. 2) Under the proposed localization model, we reformulate the MSL problem as a joint PSDL and SSR problem which is effectively solved by incorporating the proposed parametric dictionary approximation model with multiple measurement vector (MMV) sparse Bayesian learning framework. 3) We provide CRLB analysis for the considered problem, and compare the proposed method with the state-of-theart spatial sparsity based MSL methods. Extensive simulations show the importance of jointly estimating the propagation parameters, and highlight the effectiveness of the proposed framework. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II first presents the proposed localization dictionary model and parameterized dictionary approximation model, and then reformulate the MSL problem. Section III is devoted to developing the proposed PSBDL algorithm. Section IV elaborates on the derivation of the CRLB. Numerical simulation results are reported in Section V. Discussion is presented in Section VI. Section VII closes this paper with conclusions.
Notation: x i is the i-th entry of a vector x. A i , A i , and A i, j are the i-th column, i-th row, and (i, j)-th entry of a matrix A. · 0 , · 1 , · 2 , and · F denote the pseudo-0 norm, 1 norm, 2 norm, and Frobenius norm, respectively. (·) T denotes transpose operator. tr(·) and |·| denote the trace and determinant operator, respectively. diag(x) is a diagonal matrix with vector x being its diagonal elements. diag(A) denotes a column vector composed with the diagonal elements of matrix A.
• is the Hadamard (element-wise) product operator. For clear and concise presentation, some functions are abbreviated sometimes by omitting the input variables in context, e.g. Φ(θ) is abbreviated as Φ, and f (s i , t k , γ) abbreviated as f . 1 N and I N denote the all ones vector and the identity matrix of dimension N, respectively.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first revisit the fundamentals of sparsitybased MSL problem, and present the proposed localization model considering both the unknown source locations and the unknown propagation parameters. Then, we proposed a parameterized dictionary approximation model and reformulate the MSL problem as a joint PSDL and SSR problem.
A. MSL Model
The system of consideration consists of K sources with unknown locations
a two-dimensional ROI with u and v being the Cartesian coordinates. The RSS measurement of the i-th sensor at time snapshot t can be expressed as [11] 
where ε i (t), f (·), P k (t), and γ are the unknown measurement noise of sensor i at time t, the propagation model, the transmitted power of source k at a reference distance d 0 at time t, and the PLE, respectively. Generally, the PLE varies from 2 (free space) to 6 (e.g., some indoor scenario) [39] , and is off-line calibrated in conventional routine. The matrixvector formulation of the single measurement vector (SMV) signal model for time t is:
, and then the SMV model in (2) evolves into the MMV model as
with Y , E ∈ R M×T , W ∈ R K×T , and Φ(T , γ) ∈ R M×K . Thus, the SMV signal model in (1) is a special case when T = 1. Generally, the noise statistics of the sensors observations are different. Thus, we assume ε(t) is a nonuniform noise. As a result, the MSL task can be summarized as given the measurement matrix Y , sensor location set S, and parametric propagation model f (s i , t k , γ), how to infer the source location set T in the presence of unknown nonuniform noise E and unknown propagation parameters γ and P k , for k = 1, . . . , K.
B. Traditional Spatial Sparsity Based MSL Methods
To alleviate the problem difficulty, traditional sparsity-based methods ( [26] - [30] , etc.) assume that the PLE is precisely known, and all sources are located on predetermined candidate
Assume the sources are static during the observation period, then Y has sparse representation in a localization dictionary Φ(G) with the fact that K N. Therefore, the MSL model in (3) can be cast into a standard sparse recovery model as
where
and X i,t = P k (t) when source k locates on GP i, and otherwise X i,t = 0. Thus X is a common sparse (or row-sparse) coefficient matrix [40] , i.e., all the columns X t share the same sparse support. As a result, the row support of X encodes the source locations in candidate GP set G and the corresponding rows in X encode the transmitted powers in different time snapshots. In this way, localization can be transformed into a standard MMV row-sparse recovery problem aŝ
where bounds the amount of noise in Y , and R (X) denotes the row sparsity of X, i.e., the number of non-zero rows.
Problem (5) can be solved using standard MMV compressive sensing methods, such as S-OMP [41] , M-BP [42] , M-FOCCUS [43] , M-SBL [44] , etc. In particular, details about traditional sparsity-based MSL when T = 1 are referred to [26] - [30] .
C. The Proposed Parametric Dictionary Model and Its Approximation
In practice, source locations may deviate from the predefined candidate GPs and the off-line calibrated path-loss exponent may differ from that in on-line RSS measurement. Thus, it is more realistic and important to treat the candidate GP set G and the PLE γ as unknown variables to be inferred from the on-line RSS measurements. To this end, the localization dictionary is modeled as Φ(G, γ). Accordingly, the MSL model
and the corresponding optimization problem turns into the following joint PSDL and SSR problem X ,Φ = arg min
However, to infer Φ(G, γ) directly is nearly impossible since the goal function w.r.t. the dictionary parameters G and γ is highly nonconvex. As a result, some approximation methods must be resorted to. Have in mind that in the implementation of an iterative algorithm, the dictionary parameters are often initialized with G (0) and γ (0) to construct an initial dictionary which will be updated in the subsequent inference. Thus, denote byḠ the proper candidate GP set satisfying T ⊂Ḡ,γ the true PLE, δ g = [δ u , δ v ] the grid offset toḠ of the current grid estimation G (k) , δ γ the PLE offset toγ of the current PLE estimation γ (k) , we can expand the dictionary by each entry using Taylor series, and approximate it through keeping the linear parts as
and for χ = u, v, γ, Φ χ is the partial differential matrix with the (i, j)-th entry being the partial differential item expressed as
D. Problem Reformulation
Based on above approximation model, we can relax and solve the joint optimization problem (7) iteratively. In each iteration, given current dictionary parameter as G (k) , γ (k) , we have to settle the following joint PSDL and SSR subproblem
with LB χ ,UB χ being the lower and upper boundary for δ χ , χ = u, v, γ, respectively.
Once problem (9) is solved, we can update the dictionary parameters simply as
and then solve the subproblem again until it converges.
III. PARAMETRIC SPARSE BAYESIAN DICTIONARY LEARNING FOR MULTIPLE SOURCES LOCALIZATION
In this section, we are devoted to solving problem (9) from the perspective of probabilistic inference. First, a hierarchical sparsity-promoting probabilistic model is imposed for model (6) . Then, problem (9) is solved based on Bayesian inference. At last, the proposed PSBDL algorithm is summarized, and its complexity is discussed.
A. Hierarchical Sparse Probabilistic Model
The hierarchical probabilistic model is expressed as
where the probability density function (PDF) of a multivariate Gaussian distribution random variable x with mean µ and covariance Σ is
the PDF of a Gamma distribution random variable x with shape parameter a and rate parameter b is
with Γ(·) being the Gamma function, the PDF of a uniform distribution random variable x in the interval of
Intuitively, for t = 1, · · · , T, noise ε(t) is independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) nonuniform Gaussian random variables whose variance is governed by the conjugate hyperprior shown in (11b). Moreover, all columns of X are independent and share the same prior which is shown in [45] to be a Laplace distribution as
Above Laplace distribution is also termed as Bayesian LASSO [46] whose counterpart in optimization theory, LASSO, is the best convex approximation to the 0 -norm. The distribution in (15) is strongly peaked at the origin, thus it is a sparse prior that favors most entries of vector x(t) being zeros. Since all columns of X are governed by the same sparse prior, the two-stage hierarchical prior shown in (11c) and (11d) is a row-sparsity promoting prior which favors most rows of X being zeros.
According to the above hierarchical probabilistic modeling, we have the joint PDF as
B. Sparse Bayesian Inference
Combining the approximation model in subsection (II-C) and the sparse probabilistic model in (III-A), we are able to address the joint optimization subproblem (9) by Bayesian inference. In the following, Φ(G, γ) is abbreviated as Φ for simplicity, and we denote A = diag(α), B = diag(β). Bayesian inference starts with the full posterior probability p(X, α, β, γ|Y ; G) which can be decomposed as
(17) It is shown that the posterior distribution of X is Gaussian [45] 
with
To calculate Σ and µ(t), we need to estimate the dictionary parameter G, γ and probabilistic model hyperparameters α, β. Similar to [40] , [45] , [47] , [48] , type-II maximum likelihood procedure is utilized, thus α, β, G, and γ are approximated by its maximum a posteriori probability estimation (MAP).
In (21c), maximizing the logarithmic marginal likelihood ln p(Y , α, β, γ; G) by finding the stationary point is feasible but lacking guaranteed performance since the goal function ln p(Y , α, β, γ; G) is multimodal and nonconvex. Instead, we use the expectation maximization (EM) method to iteratively maximize its evidence lower bound (ELBO) E {ln p(α, β, Y , X, γ; G)} by treating X as hidden variables, where E {·} denotes an expectation w.r.t. the posterior of X given in (18) . As a result, we have the following update rules.
1) EM
with Res(t) = y(t) − Φµ(t), ∆ = ΦΣΦ T . For simplicity expression, the derivations of (22) and (23) are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.
2) EM Update for Dictionary Model Parameter G and γ:
The localization dictionary is parametrized by G and γ, thus to learn the sparsifying localization dictionary is equal to learn the corresponding dictionary parameters. According to (16) , the maximization of the ELBO w.r.t. to G and γ is equivalent to maximize E {ln p(Y |X, β, γ; G)p(γ)} which is tantamount to minimize
By incorporating the dictionary approximation model (9b),( 9c) into above goal function, minimizing (24) boils down to solving the following linear least square (LLSQ) problem with boundary constraints as arg min
and U = [µ(t), · · · , µ(t)]. In (25b), δ u , δ v and δ u are bounded for the fact that the first-order approximation is only valid in the vicinity of the expansion point. For simplicity expression, the detailed derivations of (24) and (25) are presented in Appendix C and Appendix D, respectively. Denote by f (δ) the goal function in (25a), which is convex and can be globally minimized using a variety of standard optimization packages. we provide here an analytical solution for problem (25) as follows. First, we have the partial derivative with respect to δ u as
Thus, the minimum is achieved at δ *
Otherwise, we update δ u element by element. Fix other elements but (δ u ) i , denote by (δ u ) −i the vector δ u without the i-th entry (δ u ) i , and then the solution to the ith stationary point equation of
Therefore, the elementwise update of δ l+1
Following the same steps, we have the update rule for δ v as
Otherwise, we have elementwise update as
In particular, minimizing problem (25) with respect to δ γ degenerates to a scalar quadratic function optimization problem arg min
Note that p > 0, hence its minimum can be achieved either at the boundary (LB γ or UB γ ) or at the axis of symmetry
C. The Proposed PSBDL Algorithm
Based on the above analysis, the proposed parametric sparse Bayesian dictionary learning (PSBDL) algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. According to the outputs of Algorithm 1, we retrieve the source locations, the transmitted powers as follows.
1) Source locations and transmitted powers estimation: As in traditional CS-based approaches, we can estimate the spatial power spectrum of the sources withX andĜ. Recall the probabilistic modeling in (11), for each row X i in the posterior estimation of X, we have X i ∼ N (U i , Σ ii I). Thus, the expectation of the spatial power spectrum strength at GP
Then, the source locations are estimated by the GPs with the highest K peaks of the spatial power spectrum, the transmitted powers are estimated with the expected spatial power spectrum strength of the corresponding GPs.
2) Implementation details and computational complexity: First, N is artificially decided candidate grid point number, which is prone to be a large number greater than M. Thus, the matrix inversion operation for calculating Σ ∈ R N ×N in Step (7) is complex and time-consuming. To this end, Woodbury matrix identity is used, when N > M, to reduce the dimension of the matrix inversion from N to M Σ = A−AΦ T Ξ −1 ΦA (35) where Ξ = B −1 + ΦAΦ T . As such, the matrix inversion computation complexity is reduced from O(
Furthermore, the dictionary approximation in Step (6) and reconstruction in Step (4) can be constrained to these grid points where the rows of X are non-zero. In the proposed probabilistic model, these non-zero rows are characterized by greater variance α i . As a result, we infer δ u and δ v of the GPs with the highest K variances. In this way, the coefficient matrix and coefficient vector in the goal function f (δ) can be truncated into dimension K × K or K × 1, which is crucial to reduce the LLSQ problem dimension from N + 1 to K + 1 and thus to speed up the algorithm.
Based on the above implementation details, the computational complexities per iteration for the main steps are: O(K M) for Step (4); O(MK 2 ) for Step (6); O(M N 2 + M 2 N + M 3 ) for computing Σ and O(T M N 2 ) for computing U in Step (7); O(N) for Step (9). Generally we have K < M < N, thus the asymptotic complexity per iteration for the proposed PSBDL algorithm is O(T M N 2 ). Update Φ by (9c) using δ
Algorithm 1: Parametric Sparse Bayesian Dictionary Learning
Compute Σ and U using α l , β l and Φ;
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Update α l+1 , β l+1 according to (23) , (22);
by solving (25) ;
IV. CRAMÉR-RAO BOUND ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) as an estimation benchmark for the unknown pa-
. In estimation theory, the CRLB provides a theoretical performance limit for any unbiased estimator of the source locations
], the transmitted powers P k for k = 1,· · ·, K, as well as the PLE γ in the presence of unknown nonuniform Gaussian noise variance β 1 , · · · , β M , given the observation Y .
Indeed, the CRLB gives a lower bound for the error covariance matrix
where the inequality sign is defined in the positive-semidefinite (PSD) sense. J ∈ R (3K+M+1)×(3K+M+1) is the Fisher information matrix (FIM) defined as
with ∆ ϑ ϑ =∇ ϑ ∇ T ϑ being the second derivative (Hessian) operator, and ∇ ϑ being the gradient operator with respect to ϑ.
Using the Gaussian observation model in and considering the MMV case, we have
with J t ∈ R (3K+M+1)×(3K+M+1) being the FIM of the snapshot measurement y(t). The PDF of each y(t) is
For the Gaussian observation vector y(t), the (i, j)-th element of the FIM J t can be computed as [49, Ch. 3] 
For example, if the path loss model is f (s i , t k , γ) = (d ik )
−γ with d ik = s i − t k 2 , then for k = 1, · · · , K and i, j = 1, · · · , M, the non-zero partial derivative terms in (41) are
Generally, we tend to express the powers in decibels P k dB = 10 lg P k , thus the partial derivative with respect to powers in decibels is
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the localization performance of the proposed method by numerical simulations. The simulation setup refers to [39] where a square localization area of 20 m by 20 m is considered, and the path loss model is set to [39] , the path-loss exponent γ is randomly drawn from [2, 6] , and the transmitted powers are randomly drawn from [-10 dBm, 0 dBm] in each trail. Different from [39] where only one source is considered and the sensors' locations are fixed in each trail, we deploy three sources at [5, 9] , [11, 17] and [15, 5] , all in meters and randomly deploy the sensors inside the area in each trail to avoid sticking to any specific sensor network topology. The simulation results are averaged over N s = 500 randomized trials carried out in Matlab R2016a on a PC with Windows 10 OS and an Intel i7-6700 CPU.
In the simulation, the nonuniform noise is modeled as ε i (t) ∼ N 0, σ 2 i with σ 1 σ 2 , · · · , σ M , for which we define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the i-th sensor as
. The evaluation metric is the root-mean-square error (RMSE) defined as
withθ k being the k-th estimated parameter of truth θ k , where θ k denotes t k for source locations estimation, P k for source powers estimation, and γ for path-loss exponent estimation with K = 1, respectively.
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we compare with the traditional sparsity-based MSL algorithm M-SBL [44] , the state-of-the-art off-grid MSL algorithm GEMTL [35] , as well as the theoretical limits CRLB derived in Section IV. Both M-SBL and GEMTL assume the measurement noise to be uniform, and specifically, M-SBL uses the initialized parameters to form a fixed localization dictionary, while GEMTL partly infers the localization dictionary by modeling the off-grid offsets. Note that the original GEMTL algorithm is designed for SMV case, hence in the simulation, we extend it to the MMV case and term it as M-GEMTL. The path-loss exponent γ is initialized as 2 for all algorithms, and the set of candidate GPs is initialized with a uniform grid points. We examine the performance from different aspects shown as follows.
A. Impacts of Different Grid Granularity
First of all, since the number of GPs is an artificially decided parameter which may affect the estimation performance, in this simulation, we set SNR = 25dB, M = 60, and T = 5 to study the impacts of the grid granularity defined as √ N with N being the number of candidate GPs. It is worth noting that the CRLB is constant for all granularity since it is irrelative to the grid discretization.
Tab. I presents the RMSE of the PLE estimate for the proposed method when the grid granularity changed from 6 to 14. It is observed that as the grid granularity increases, the RMSE of the proposed PSBDL algorithm reduces from 0.1211 to 0.0061 and gradually approaches the CRLB. Specifically, when the grid granularity is less than 10, as the grid granularity increases the RMSE decreases, which is because the finer grid granularity, the higher possibility to capture the offgrid sources, the higher possibility to alleviate the dictionary mismatch, and the higher accuracy of the PLE estimates. When the grid granularity is greater than 10, the RMSE of PLE almost remains constant, which is because the granularity of 10 is enough for the proposed method to capture the offgrid sources, thus the grid granularity is no longer a major influencing factor. Fig. 1 illustrates the RMSE of the locations and transmitted powers estimates for different approaches when grid granularity changes. As expected, benefiting from the inference of the propagation parameters and the proper candidate GPs, the proposed method exhibits the lowest estimation errors, and its RMSE decreases as the grid granularity increases and is very close to the CRLB. Similar to Tab. I, when the grid granularity greater than 12, the RMSE of location estimation and transmitted powers tend to be converged. In contrast, for M-SBL and M-GEMTL, though more candidate GPs used, the RMSE of estimated locations even become larger and show no convergence, which is because the both of them have no ability to eliminate the dictionary mismatch caused by the unknown PLE. It is also shown that although the performance of M-GEMTL is inferior to the proposed method, it is still better than M-SBL, which can be explained by its capability to infer the proper candidate GPs G, and thus to a certain degree it can alleviate the dictionary mismatch caused by the mismatched initial candidate GPs .
This simulation suggests that the common thought that finer candidate grid leads to higher localization accuracy may not hold for all the sparsity-based MSL methods especially in the presence of uncertain propagation parameters, unknown nonuniform noise, and off-grid sources. It is also demonstrated that owing to the inference of the unknown propagation parameters, the proposed method can effectively take advantage of the finer grid granularity and thus show better performance.
B. Impacts of Measurement Perturbation
Secondly, as it is important to investigate the MSL methods under different measurement perturbation level, in this simulation, we set N = 121, M = 60, T = 5, and consider the unknown nonuniform noise case. Besides, since the mean of RMSE is susceptible to outliers, and may exaggerate the estimation error, box-plot is further provided henceforth for the proposed method to display the dispersion degree, the skewness, and the outliers of its estimation errors.
Tab.II shows the RMSE of PLE estimate for the proposed method when SNR varies from 0dB to 10dB. As can be observed, the RMSE for PLE estimate of the proposed method decreases and gradually approach the theoretical CRLB when SNR increases, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method to retrieve PLE information from the observations under different noise levels. Fig.2 presents the RMSE of the locations and the transmitted powers estimations for different approaches. It is clear in Fig.2 that the proposed method is superior to other approaches and its RMSE is close to the CRLB, which can be attributed to the joint inference of PLE and the proper candidate GPs G. Specifically, the RMSE of M-SBL and M-GEMTL slightly decreases as SNR increases from 0dB to 10dB, whereas for the proposed method, its RMSE significantly decreases and show the same trend as the CRLB. Moreover, the box-plot discloses more information about the estimation errors. In Fig.2(a) , the second quartile or the median (red bar inside the box) is much more close to the first quartile (lower bound of the box) than the third quartile (upper bound), and the average RMSE is near the third quartile, which means the RMSE for location estimate is skewed-left and is below the average RMSE in about 75% trails. Similarly, we can see from Fig.2(b) that the RMSE of the proposed method for transmitted powers estimate is also skewed-left and more than half the trails have estimation error lower than the average RMSE.
This simulation underlines the effectiveness of the proposed method to joint learn the localization dictionary parameters and the sparse representation under different noise levels, which can greatly improve the localization performance and the robustness against the measurement perturbation.
C. Effects of the Number of Sensors and Time Snapshots
Finally, a natural method to improve the localization accuracy is to obtain more observations, i.e., to deploy more sensors and to gather more snapshot measurements. In this simulation, we study the effects of different numbers of sensors and time snapshots . It is observed that as the number of sensors increases, the RMSE of all algorithms decreases, which is reasonable since more information obtained, less estimate uncertainty can be achieved. Furthermore, compared with other methods, the proposed PSBDL exhibits appreciably better accuracy with the same sensor number, requires fewer sensors under the same RMSE level, and approaches the CRLB. More importantly, by comparing M-SBL, M-GEMTL, and the proposed PSBDL, we can conclude that although more sensors lead to less RMSE whether it infers the localization dictionary parameters or not, the more unknown dictionary parameters, e.g. the path-loss exponent, are effectively inferred, the more accurate estimation we obtain for the same number of sensors. Fig.4 plots the RMSE results of the locations and transmitted powers estimates for different approaches with SNR = 25dB, N = 121, M = 60, and snapshot number T changing from 2 to 10. It is shown that the proposed method can effectively exploit the gains of more snapshots, and exhibits the best performance under all different snapshot numbers, which indicates the importance of the inference of the localization dictionary parameters and the sparse representation jointly.
Interestingly, different from Fig.3 , the RMSE curve of the proposed method rapidly converges with the number of snapshots increases, and more snapshots do not significantly improve the performance of M-GEMTL, which suggests that 1) more snapshots will improve the localization accuracy but with limited ability compared with more sensors, and 2) the algorithm should be carefully designed to effectively utilize the information gains of more snapshot data.
This simulation indicates that the proposed method can effectively exploit the gains of more sensors and more snapshots which will contribute to the improvement of estimation accuracy. 
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we first provide a Bayesian gain interpretation to further understand the proposed algorithm, and then clarify its difference with some well-known dictionary learning algorithms.
A. Bayesian Gain Interpretation for the Proposed Algorithm
To further understand the mechanism of the proposed algorithm, we illustrate by Fig. 5 the Bayesian gains under different treatments from the perspective of Bayesian inference. The logarithmic marginal likelihood ln p(Y , α, β; G, γ) serves as not only the goal function, but also the measurement of matching degree among the observation, the probabilistic model inference, and the localization dictionary.
Note that for all treatments in Fig. 5 , both the true gridḠ and the true PLEγ is unknown, and the initial values G (0) and γ (0) differ from the truth. It is obvious that inferring G and γ jointly (the proposed treatment) brings much higher likelihood than only inferring G (state-of-the-art off-grid MSL treatment, e.g. [34] , [35] ), which can be attributed to the gain of PLE estimation, while the likelihood of the latter is higher than not inferring the localization dictionary parameter G and γ (conventional CS-based treatment, i.e. [29] , [30] , [44] ), which is owing to the gain of grid evolution. More specifically, if we do not infer the localization dictionary (namely G and γ), the likelihood curve, shown by the blue dotted line, exhibits the typical smooth convergence curve of EM algorithm, while the curves of all other treatment, shown by magenta and red solid lines, grow in stages. Those stages are internal iterations of the algorithms, and the likelihood may drop at the edges of those stages, owing to the mismatch between the updated dictionary model and current probabilistic inference.
B. Difference with Some Dictionary Learning Problems
Problem (7) may have other interpretations such as underdetermined blind source separation [50] and other CS dictionary learning problems, such as K-SVD [51] . The difference is that in these works, the coefficient matrix or dictionary matrix Φ need not have a certain physical structure and the only requirement is that Y has sparse representation under Φ, while for the localization problem here, Φ are physical structured, or more precisely, parameterized by the dictionary parameters of interest according to a certain physical model.
Mathematically, the original MSL problem shown in Section II-A is a highly nonlinear and nonconvex continuous multi-parameter optimization problem, which is hard to solve directly. In this paper, like piecewise linear approximation, we use a series of discrete parametric dictionary model to iteratively approximate the original complex continuous optimization problem, and reformulate the original problem as a sparse recovery problem under the parametric discrete dictionary. In each iteration, we jointly infer the optimal step of current dictionary parameters to the truth and the sparse representation under current dictionary, which is implemented by the incorporation of dictionary approximation model and sparse Bayesian learning framework. Hence, we termed the proposed method as parametric sparse Bayesian dictionary learning.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the multiple co-channel sources localization problem based on RSS measurements in the presence of unknown nonuniform measurement perturbations and uncertain propagation parameters including both the transmitted powers and the path-loss exponent. The original MSL problem is highly nonconvex and hard to solve. With the combination of the sparsity-based MSL model and the localization dictionary approximation model, we have reformulated the original MSL problem into a joint PSDL and SSR problem which was solved by the proposed PSDBL method. Extensive simulations were carried out compared with the state-of-the-art sparsity-based MSL methods and the theoretical CRLB we derived. Numerical results highlighted the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method, and also shed light on its importance and feasibility of jointly inferring from the RSS measurements the source locations and the propagation parameters. Mathematically, this paper provides a paradigm to enforce sparse representation and approximate a continuous sparsifying parametric dictionary by a series of discrete parametric dictionary simultaneously. APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF (22) To obtain Eq. (22), first let Q(α) = E {ln p(X |α)p(α)}. Then we have
with const being the item constant to α. To find the stationary point of Q(α) w.r.t α i , let ∂Q(α)/∂α i = 0, and then we obtain 
where const is the item constant to β. let ∂Q(β)/∂ β j = 0, we have
Since y(t) − Φx(t) ∼ N y(t) − Φµ(t), ΦΣΦ T , denote by e j the unit column vector with its j-th element being one, then we have E (y(t) − Φx(t)) 2 j
